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Abstract. IR lasers are widely used in electro-optical applications, es-
pecially in detector characterization systems. These lasers can be ex-
tremely sensitive to fluctuations in the operational temperature of their
cavity and other environmental factors. Due to these influences, the laser
output signal normally fluctuates randomly. These variations make it dif-
ficult to characterize the laser waist position and exact focus, which in
turn causes difficulty with detector measurement. We apply a multivari-
ate statistical approach to characterize and filter these variations and to
calculate the ‘‘best focus’’ of a carbon dioxide laser operating at 10.6 mm.
Using this method, the ‘‘best focus’’ can be calculated with great accu-
racy and can be easily implemented during postsignal processing. Also,
this technique can potentially be applied to other situations in which laser
signal instability is significant. © 2005 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1905364]
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1 Introduction

IR lasers are obvious choices for use when characterizin
IR detectors. Recently, they have been used in IR antenn
coupled detector measurement systems.1–3 In these sys-
tems, a CO2 laser beam is projected by a suitable optical
system onto an IR antenna-coupled bolometer. The outpu
of this detector is studied to characterize its responsivity
noise, and spatial response. Although the CO2 laser is a
good source for detector characterization in the IR, its
power stability is typically poor. The signal can fluctuate
depending on external and internal operational parameter
One of the most critical parameters is the laser cavity tem
perature. Our laser is stabilized by an external cooler sys
tem with its own thermal cycle. Influences of this thermal
cycle are evident in the laser beam output.

Coolant fluctuations can also introduce artifacts into the
beam shape. These artifacts produce spurious signals a
f-order moments of laser beams are especially sensitive
this noise. We study the laser output fluctuations to charac
terize their affects and discern them from the desired data

Because IR lasers are invisible, alignment of the optica
system is a difficult task. The location of the ‘‘best focus’’
is made by searching for the maximum signal along the
focal region. The exact beam waist position is not clearly
defined, so we take the center of the beam waist to be th
‘‘best focus.’’ However, if the laser signal has strong fluc-
tuations, this position is difficult to precisely locate with a
single detector.

In this paper, we propose a technique that filters the
laser power fluctuations to locate the ‘‘best focus.’’ This
technique is based on a multivariate statistical approach
This method also provides an estimation of the beam pro
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file and its second moments through the focal region, w
thermal fluctuation noise removed. To acquire the data n
essary for this analysis, transverse knife-edge scans
taken through the focal region and postsignal processin
applied.

The paper is organized as follows. The experimen
data acquisition setup is described in Sec. 2. Section 3
scribes the multivariate statistical technique used to proc
the data. In Sec. 4, we apply the method to characte
fluctuations of the laser signal. In Sec. 5, a measurem
procedure is proposed and applied to a data set with dif
ent degrees of resolution.

2 Experimental Setup

To characterize small detectors, such as small anten
coupled bolometers,1–4 it is desirable to use a test sourc
size that is comparable to the detector size. A carbon d
ide laser is a good choice for antenna-based detector c
acterization in the long-wave IR~LWIR! because it is spec
trally tunable from 9.2 to 11.2mm. ~For the research of this
paper, the laser is operated atl510.6mm, its most power-
ful line.! For IR radiation at this wavelength, diffractio
limits reasonably attainable source spot sizes todspot

52.44l(F/#). It has been shown3,4 that the antenna-
coupled detectors act as IR point receivers, with a spa
response of the order of 1mm, F/1 optics are used to obtai
an extremely tight focus for the accurate characterization
these detectors.

The system shown in Fig. 1 was designed and cha
terized to test IR antenna-coupled detectors. The opt
system is essentially a Keplerian telescope that is use
expand the IR laser beam to a 50-mm diameter, filling
last two lenses. This collimated output of the telescope
then focused by a 50-mm aspheric lens. Thus, the com
-1 May 2005/Vol. 44(5)
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the experimental optical system.
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ite optical system operates atF/1. Our rationale for incor-
porating other optics in this system is explained in the f
lowing paragraphs.

Since the output of the carbon dioxide laser is polariz
a wire grid polarizer is used to control the laser power
coated ZnSe beam combiner serves a dual purpose—i
ables a visible helium-neon laser to exactly trace the C2
beam, and it directs a portion of the IR radiation to a r
erence thermal detector. The visible laser is then use
transversely align the optical system via autoreflection fr
the lens surfaces.~All lenses are composed of zinc selenid
therefore, the optical system is transparent in both spec
regions.! The reference detector is essential in tracking
IR laser power fluctuations; the significance of this ref
ence signal is covered in detail in Sec. 4.

Since the antenna-based detectors under test have
larization response particular to their geometry, it is de
able to rotate the linear laser polarization with a zinc sulf
half-wave plate~a quarter-wave plate can be substituted
the half-wave plate if circular polarization is desired for t
detector characterization!. This optic is also transmissive i
the visible and has little influence on the transverse ali
ment. A 50% duty-cycle mechanical chopper is included
this system to modulate the laser power so that a loc
amplifier can be used to collect the detector output sign

Aside from its utility during the optical system align
ment, the visible laser beam is also used to more ea
locate the microscopic detectors under test at theF/1 focus.
Of course, there will be chromatic aberration separating
red HeNe focus from the IR CO2 focus. Thus, the visible
and IR foci are separated by a fixed amount that can
reconciled during data acquisition—a detector can be
cated at the visible focus, and then defocused to ob
maximum response from the IR radiation alone.

However, for initial laser beam waist characterization
knife edge is placed at theF/1 focus. A thermal detector
identical to the reference thermal detector, is adhered to
knife edge, and high-resolution stepper motors~Melles
Griot nanomovers! are used to transversely and axially sc
the knife edge through the focal region. The maximu
resolution of these stages is 1mm and their full range of
motion is 25 mm, more than sufficient to scan the en
focal region.

Data are taken to locate the exact laser beam wais
the following procedure. The knife edge transversely sc
the focal region. Initial resolution is 100mm over a range
054203
-
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of 2 mm. The resolution is then decreased to 25mm over a
range of 1 mm. As the exact focal region becomes obvio
the next iteration takes data at 5-mm steps over a 500-mm
range, finally down to the lowest resolution of the stag
1-mm resolution over a 200-mm range. These high
resolution scans are extremely time-consuming, taking o
8 h to scan the focal volume, but they yield the most ac
rate data attainable with this system. Data from scans of
laser beam waist are compared in Sec. 5.

3 Multivariate Technique Applied

We used a multivariate statistical analysis based on a p
cipal component approach~PCA!. The inputs to this algo-
rithm are the knife-edge scan data. The input data se
noted as

E5$E~z1!,E~z2!,...,E~zN!%, ~1!

whereE(zi) is the knife-edge scan data set, andN is the
number of scans taken. Data are taken transversely thro
the beam, at axial positionzi . Therefore, the data set con
sists of the laser power as a function of the transve
knife-edge position. The data are assumed to have a
mean. Each of these scans consists ofM points and is af-
fected by noise in the laser output. For each data se
reference signal is simultaneously collected,

R5$R1 ,...,RN%, ~2!

whereRi consists ofM points, according to the range o
knife-edge scan. The PCA treats each set of data as a
tivariate random signal ofN dimensions. For the set of dat
collected, it is possible to form the covariance matrix f
each data set. Principal componentsYa are linear combina-
tions of original variables but there is no correlation amo
them~their covariance matrix is diagonal!. The coefficients
that form these linear combinations are given by the eig
vectors of the covariance.5 Moreover, the variances of prin
cipal componentsla are arranged in decreasing orde
These variances are the eigenvalues of the covaria
matrix.

Original variables can be reconstructed for relevant pr
cipal components by means of
-2 May 2005/Vol. 44(5)
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Ya5(
i 51

n

ea~ i !E~zi !⇔E~zi !5 (
a51

N

ea~ i !Ya , ~3!

where ea( i ) is componenti of the eigenvectora of the
original data covariance matrix.5 Another important param
eter of this decomposition is the value ofVa . It is defined
by

Va5
la

( i 51
N la

. ~4!

This parameter represents the portion of variance expla
by principal componenta in the total data set. Normally
only a few of these terms represent most of the total v
ance data. This is the normal application of princip
components—they decrease the degrees of freedom ne
to describe a signal.

We applied this method in previous applications to t
characterization of noise structures. We developed
method to automatically group different principal comp
nents into relevant spatial-temporal structures. The met
is based on the study of the uncertainties in the varianc
principal components. If the variance of two principal com
ponents overlaps, within uncertainty, they should be
taken as a whole, because they explain the same amou
data variance. Any unitary linear combinations of the
terms explain the same variance. In this case, both de
mine up rotations.6 They are correlated only in a ‘‘mea
value’’ sense. The portion of data set reconstructed by th
terms via Eq.~3! can be treated as a whole. The sam
reasoning may be applied to any continuos overlapping
of principal components.6

4 Reference Signal

The statistical analysis method described in the previ
section is applied to a reference signal of the CO2 laser
used in the detector characterization system. The samp
rate of the data is one second and the number of data p
collected is 30,000. A set of variables is constructed tak
100 subsets of 300 points. After applying the method
Sec. 3, the data are rearranged in their original forma
30,000 time series data for comparison. Figure 2 shows
varying reference signal. The extracted eigenvalues w
their uncertainties are shown in Fig. 3. It is possible
recognize three different types of processes. The first p
cess is comprised of the first two principal componen
which includes 84.54% of the total data. The second p
cess takes 14.39% of the total data and the third proc
uses 1.06% of the total data. After this classification, th
different subsets are reconstructed from the original d
each consisting of the reference signal reconstructed
with relevant principal components. It is possible to co
struct the evolution of the ‘‘mean signal’’ by subtracting th
summation of the three previous noise processes in
original data. The results are shown in Fig. 4.

The mean and standard deviation for each of these
sets are shown in Table 1. The mean and standard devia
of the ‘‘mean signal’’ fluctuation is also given. Process 1
responsible for most of the reference signal fluctuation.
054203Optical Engineering
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To obtain more information, the square root of th
power spectrum density~PSD! is calculated for each noise
processes. The results are shown in Fig. 5. A depende
on the temporal frequency is evident. This figure sho
three main frequencies corresponding to a period of
proximately 200, 100, and 50 s, respectively. The m
prevalent is the frequency associated with process 1;
period is 100 s. Process 2 is associated with frequencie
period 200 and 50 s. Process 3 resembles the behavior
white noise process. These numbers suggest that the r
ence signal is affected by harmonics of a principal sign
with a 100-s period, that is, around 1 min and 34 s. This
precisely the cycling frequency of the cooler used to co
the CO2 laser. Therefore, thermal variation of the cooler
the main source of the laser power fluctuations. Howev
while frequencies are very well defined, the amplitu
seems to be a random variable~see Fig. 4!.

In addition, a more thorough characterization of proce
3 and its mean value deviation are explored in Figs. 6 a

Fig. 2 Fluctuations of laser signal with time at the reference
detector.

Fig. 3 Decomposition of the knife-edge scan data into its principal
components. Three structures appear in the data set. The first con-
sists of two isolated principal components, which represent the
knife-edge itself. The second structure has mixed principal compo-
nents, and a third has a large number of principal components that
are associated with a single noise process.
-3 May 2005/Vol. 44(5)
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Fig. 4 Reconstruction of laser signal with the processes determined by PCA. Mean evolution of the
laser signal (upper left) and first (upper right), second (lower left), and third noise processes (lower
right).
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7. Process 3 is could be possibly related to natural nois
the laser emission and detector noise. The histogram of
signal is plotted in Fig. 6. It is a very well defined pro
ability distribution. The deviation of mean values has
particular feature, but looks like a random departure. W
this in mind, we calculated the histogram of ‘‘jumps’’ be
tween consecutive points in the mean value to test if t
follow a reasonable probability distribution for a rando
departure. The results are also shown in Fig. 6. Since
goal of this paper is not to completely characterize the la
fluctuations, but to filter them from data set, no furth
studies of this process were conducted.

The laser signal appears to be characterized by a c
plex stochastic process with a mean value whose differe
between consecutive points has a probability distributi
In addition, there are two processes with harmonic beh
ior. Finally, a white noise term is added that follows a we
defined probability distribution. In the next section, we a
ply these statistical techniques to the scan data sets to
the fluctuations of laser, in an effort to reconstruct the
cation of the beam focus and beam shape with high fide

Table 1 Values of mean and standard deviation.

Reference
Mean
Values

Process
1

Process
2

Process
3

Mean 0.1210 0.1209 0 0 0

Standard
deviation

0.0030 0.0017 0.0024 0.0010 0.0003
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5 Subtraction of Noise from the Knife-Edge Scan
Data Set

After studying the stochastic fluctuations of the direct la
output, another data set is taken. It consists of the follow
simultaneous measurements.

1. 150 transverse knife-edge scans across the l
beam, taken with 2-mm axial ~z direction! steps; each
scan consists of 200 points~200-mm transverse
range! with a transverse step of 1mm.

2. a reference signal collected directly from the las
output.

This reference signal is taken simultaneously with t
knife-edge scans to normalize the scans. This normaliza
is taken as the ratio of the raw knife-edge scans~item 1! to
the reference signal~item 2!. This operation mitigates the
mean value instability of laser signal fluctuations over t
entire data set. The remaining fluctuations consist of no
with zero mean and high frequency, which are introduc
by laser processes 1, 2, and 3. This noise will be filtered
the PCA procedure, since it is small variation of the knif
edge scan data.

The following filtering procedure is applied to the knife
edge scan data.

1. Each scan is differentiated to obtain a laser be
profile. This procedure enhances noise structures
may have been hidden in the noise of the data se
could come from sources other than laser fluctu
-4 May 2005/Vol. 44(5)
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tions, such as uncertainty in knife-edge position d
to stage motor error. This data set is hereby term
the differentiated data set.

2. The PCA is applied to the differentiated data set. T
variables of this data set are the optical power at e
z value. The covariance matrix of these variables
formed and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors are
culated. The principal components are calculated
shown in Eq.~3!. Using the PCA as before, we cla
sify these principal components into separate p
cesses. From the PCA filtering of the reference s
nal, as described in Sec. 4, we know that the no
produced by the laser fluctuation will also affect t
differentiated data set. The structure of the differe
tiated data set then consists of a low-frequency sig
along thez direction, due to the real differentiate
scan data~the knife-edge data itself! and a random
signal due to laser fluctuations. The expected str
ture of principal components is formed by one gro
that reproduces the differentiated knife-edge sc
data and another group of these components
forms a single process. The latter group represe
the laser noise fluctuations. We tested this struct

Fig. 5 Amplitude spectrum of noise processes 1 (P1), 2 (P2), and 3
(P3) in the reference signal. Linear scale (upper) and logarithmic
scale (lower).
054203Optical Engineering
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with various data sets and it appears in all cas
Therefore, it is possible to automate this filtering ro
tine in any data acquisition procedure.

3. The differentiated data set is then filtered the us
the PCA rectification method,6 i.e., applying Eq.~3!
by selecting a given subset of principal componen
In this case, we reconstruct a new data set contain

Fig. 6 Histogram of process 3 (upper). Also, the histogram (middle)
and plot (lower) of the difference between consecutive points of the
mean signal evolution.
-5 May 2005/Vol. 44(5)
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Fig. 7 Second (left) and first (right) moments of the laser beam after PCA filtering and after taking the
ratio of the original data set to the reference signal. The moments are calculated as a function of the
axial coordinate z.
ted
nt
do

2 o
e-

ed

st-
only the relevant principal components associa
with the original knife-edge data. These releva
principal components are those components that
not manifest the noise processes described step
this filtering procedure. They are easily identified b
054203ing
f

cause they explain most of the variance@Eq. ~4!#.
This new data set is called the filtered, differentiat
data set.

4. Using the filtered, differentiated data set, the fir
Fig. 8 Second (upper row) and first (lower row) moments of the laser beam. All data here are shown
without PCA filtering. The left column shows data in which the ratio of the original data set to the
reference signal has not been taken. The right column shows data in which this ratio has been taken.
Only when the data are normalized to the reference signal and filtered via PCA is good accuracy
obtained (compare these maps to Fig. 7).
-6 May 2005/Vol. 44(5)
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Fig. 9 Power distribution in the focal region with 1-mm scan resolution across the beam and 2-mm
resolution along the laser beam axis. The lower portion of the figure shows filtered data; the upper
portion shows unfiltered data.
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and second-order moments of each knife-edge s
are calculated and plotted as a function of thez
~axial! coordinate.

5. The laser beam focus is calculated as the positio
the minimum of the second-order moment. Due
the finite laser beam waist, this position is difficult
precisely locate. It is obtained by fitting the slopes
the second-order moment outside of beam wais
straight lines. Linear fitting produces two straight lin
equations: r left5mleftz1bleft and r right5mrightz
1bright . The intersection point of these lines,r left

5r right , locates the focus,zfocus5(bright2bleft)/(mleft

2mright). It is possible to obtain an uncertainty fo
054203
f

this focal position due to the uncertainty of the
parameters to the straight lines. This uncertain
u2(z) is given by7

u2~z!5U 1

mleft2mright
U2

@u2~bright!1u2~bleft!#

1U bright2bleft

~mleft2mright!
2U2

@u2~mright!1u2~mleft!#,

whereu2(x) represents the variance of variablex.
-7 May 2005/Vol. 44(5)
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Fig. 10 Power distribution in the focal region with 1-mm scan resolution across the beam and 1-mm
resolution along the laser beam axis. The lower portion of the figure shows filtered data; the upper
portion shows unfiltered data.
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This procedure is implemented by MATLAB software
automate the calculation of the focal position. Calcula
second and first moments are shown in Fig. 7. Using th
data, the best focus is calculated atz514566 mm. For
comparison, we make these calculations without apply
this procedure, as shown in Fig. 8. The calculations
made without filtering via PCA, with and without takin
the ratio of the knife-edge scans to reference signal~shown
in the right and left columns of Fig. 8, respectively!. Only
by taking the scan to reference signal ratio and by filter
054203
with PCA is it possible to locate the waist with accurac
The laser irradiance in the focal region is shown in Fig.
the original, differentiated, but unfiltered scan data a
shown in the upper map and the differentiated, filtered s
data are shown in the bottom map.

To enhance this noise for more complete filtering, a s
ond data set with a resolution of 1mm is taken along thez
axis. The focal region is shown in Fig. 10. In these figur
the noise is even higher, composing the 2% of the to
signal. The PCA is able to filter this noise and calcula
-8 May 2005/Vol. 44(5)
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again the ‘‘best focus’’ position with accuracy~following
step 5 of the data filtering procedure!. In this case, the focus
is located at an axial position of 6564 mm. The beam shape
is then calculated at this focus position using a filter
differentiated data set. The uncertainty in the ‘‘best focu
position gives a region in which the focus is localize
rather than an unrealistic single point focus. Then, an
certainty is calculated, taking into account only the me
sured data within this focal region. For each point of t
scan, the uncertainty is calculated as the standard devia
of the beam signals at that point. These results are show
Fig. 11. The standard deviation is lower at the maxim
beam signal and high at both sides, illustrating the incre
of the beam width at both sides of ‘‘best focus’’ position.
is possible to see that the beam size is at the diffrac
limit of the optical system~approximately 25mm!, thereby
characterizing and validating the accuracy of the alignme

6 Conclusions

A method to align and calculate the ‘‘best focus’’ of a CO2
laser in an IR detector characterization system was de
oped. This procedure accounts for fluctuations in the la
signal. The technique used here is a multivariate statist

Fig. 11 View of the laser beam profile after filtering, at ‘‘best focus’’
position (upper) and the standard deviation (lower) for these data,
taken with 1-mm resolution for the transverse scan and along the
beam axis. The optical system’s diffraction-limited spot size of ap-
proximately 25 mm is evident in the upper plot.
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analysis based on a PCA. The method enables the l
signal to be modeled, and different types of noise can
identified. A majority of the noise comes from the las
cooling cycle. Changing cooler conditions is an expens
and impractical solution, because thermal fluctuations w
always remain, although they may be mitigated by a m
efficient cooler. Instead, the PCA is implemented to au
matically filter this noise. This enables characterization
the optical system alignment and accurate calculation of
laser beam moments. Using these data, the laser beam
location can be easily and accurately calculated. Finally,
beam shape can be plotted in the vicinity of the ‘‘best
cus’’ position to determine information about the quality
the optical alignment. In our case, the laser beam spot
is at the diffraction limit of the optical system. The hig
degree of accuracy with this simple approach opens o
possibilities, such as modeling the depth of focus, tak
into account lens parameters of the optical system.
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